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The first true battleship produced by the KDF since the ill-fated B-10/Kar’harmer class 
of 2292, the Negh’Var represented a return to form for one of the great interstellar powers 
of the galaxy, which had settled into a gradual decline since the signing of the Khitomer 
Accords in 2293. 
 

Compared to its other rival, the Imperial Romulan Navy, the Klingon Defense Force 
entered the so-called ‘Lost Era’ on a somewhat weaker footing – not fielding quite as many 
capital ship classes – but whereas Romulan starship development stagnated with the 
exception of the V’Melak class, the KDF’s remained relatively strong. 
 

It had maintained the use of various classes including the D-8/K’Tinga, D-9/K’Teremny 
and D-10/Riskadh throughout the early years of the 24th Century – the D-10’s days finally 
numbered with the introduction of the massive K’Vort class in 2327 and the K’Tinga 
relegated to second-line status with the introduction of the larger, more advanced 
Vor’Cha class in 2348.   
 

A gap still remained in the KDF fleet however, unfilled since the two Kar’harmer class 
Battleships were mysteriously withdrawn from service in 2329.  Though the Klingons and the 
Federation were now allies, the rivalry for technological and tactical superiority between 
the KDF and Starfleet—which had existed since the early 23rd Century—still burned 
ferociously.   
 

The flames of that rivalry were stoked even hotter beginning in 2367 when Imperial 
Intelligence learned of the development of the Sovereign class Heavy Cruiser.  Though it 
was common knowledge throughout the KDF and the Empire that Starfleet was developing 
the Sovereign (as well as the Defiant) in response to the threat posed by the Borg—and to  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a lesser extent, the Dominion—this development was still important enough to cause 

the KDF to re-evaluate the state of its fleet. 
 
 To that end, a number of paths were simultaneously taken.  One was the 
establishment of a research and development program aimed at improving/upgrading 
the Vor’Cha class to bring it in line with comparable capital ships of other major interstellar 
navies.  Roughly similar in concept to Starfleet’s effort to improve/upgrade the Galaxy class 
(resulting in the Galaxy II), this would result in the Q’ang (translated as Chancellor) class by 
2376. 
 

Another path was forged by a directive from the High Council, calling for the KDF to 
design, construct and deploy a new Battleship class by 2373 at the very latest.  As could be 
expected, the requirements were extremely rigid and called for…….. 
 
 -A ship no less than 635 meters in length 
 -A nominal cruising speed of Warp 8 or better 
 -The ability to embark a minimum of 6500 ground troops 
 -The ability to independently engage in sustained tactical operations 
 

Assuming the responsibility for carrying out this directive fell to Kurak, daughter of 
Haleka, and a team of skilled engineers working from the massive Ty’Gokor installation 
beginning in late 2368.  A protégé of legendary engineer Makros, her position and 
assignment was considered to be the most honored and prestigious for anyone outside the 
KDF. 
 

The final design, completed in mid 2369, bore a rough resemblance to the smaller 
Vor’cha – similar to the relationship between the earlier D-7 and B-1 classes.  682 meters in



 length, the Negh’var was a large, intimidating design—eschewing any sense of fluidity and placing firepower and brute strength far above maneuverability and warp field 
dynamics.  Unlike the Vor’Cha and the Battlecruiser family (D-3 to D-8), the Negh’var’s warp nacelles were tightly integrated with the hull, their placement helping to contribute to the 
470 meter beam (82m shy of the K’Vort—552m).
 
Unlike the Vor’cha, the forward ‘head’ section of Negh’Var was roughly crescent-shaped, split at the middle, with sharp edges.  Mounted within this area was one of three massive Mark 
XVIII Heavy Disruptor Cannons, with the other two mounted in centrally placed pods on the ventral side of the hull.  With a high power cost and limited targeting radius, these weapons 
were intended for use against capital ships of equal or greater size, as well as fixed spaceborne installations and planetary bombardment. 
 
The remainder of the armament, comprising 18 Mark XII Disruptors as well as 8 Torpedo Launchers, was carefully and methodically placed across the ship—the Klingons still looking to 
Starfleet’s Enterprise class Heavy Cruiser as a prime example of ideal armament distribution. 
 
As well as powerful weapons, the Negh’var also mounted the most armor plating of any Klingon ship class then in service, the raw amount second only to that of Ty’Gokor.  The armor 
plating though, served a secondary role next to the advanced deflector shield system—the total capacity of which ended up eclipsing that of the Sovereign class (5,737,000) by 200,000 
TerraJoules (5,937,000). 
 
Intended for more than just deep-space combat, the Negh’Var was designed to embark a extraordinary number of troops---the massive battleship capable of embarking a maximum of 
10,000.  This extraordinary feat was made possible by the efforts to keep the ship’s normal compliment as low as possible – ending up at 1750 officers & crew.  A great deal of research 
and development was concentrated on computer automation, the end goal being to automate many systems and functions normally requiring direct monitoring or indirect supervision 
at the very least.  
 
Entering service beginning in 2371, the lead ship IKS Negh’Var was taken by Chancellor Gowron as his flagship and commanded by General Martok—used against the Federation 
Starbase Deep Space Nine during a short lived period of hostilities in which the Empire withdrew from the Khitomer Accords. 
 
From that period forward, the class saw relatively limited service – the Negh’Var and subsequent ships produced serving the KDF in defense of thee Klingon core systems during the 
Dominion War.  The only major engagement in which these ships played a major role was the Battle of Cardassia in 2376 when the Negh’Var along with the IKS Qa’Vek and IKS Yinlu’TaH 
formed the core of the Klingon contingent of the larger allied fleet. Following the end of the war, Martok transferred his flag to the recently completed IKS Sword of Kahless. 
 
The class as a whole was at the core of the KDF’s overall strategy during the Borg Invasion of 2381—the Hegh’mar part of the force that successfully repelled the Borg at Morska, the 
Ta’rom and GhuH’nov being destroyed in defense of Beta Lankal and the Negh’Var sustaining severe damage repelling the Borg from the Gorath system.   
 
Production of the class was cut slightly beginning in 2388 with the introduction of the massive Vo’QuV class Carrier, though the brute, overwhelming strength of these ships ensures they 
will be a common fixture throughout the Empire and allied space for decades to come.



Class 
Classification 
 
Service 
Number Active 
 
Length 
Beam 
Height 
Decks 
 

Negh’Var 
Battleship 
 
2371- 
Unknown 
 
682m 
470m 
137m 
39 

Mass 
 
Compliment 

4,310,000 metric tons 
 
2,500 

Armament 
 
 
 
Defense Systems 

2 MK XVIII Disruptor Cannons  
18 MK XII Disruptor Cannons 
8 Torpedo Launchers  
 
Regenerative Deflector Shield System 

total capacity 5,937,000 TerraJoules  
 
Heavy Duranium/Trititanium Double Hull plus 35cm High Density Armor 





Editor’s Annotations 
 
 
One of only two Klingon starship designs set comfortably within the 24th Century, the Negh’Var is the largest and most powerful – protected by powerful deflector shields and as much 
armor as a small space station, while bristling with enough weaponry to allow it to lay waste to entire armadas.  However, since it’s singular appearance in DS9’s “Way of the Warrior” 
and a more minor one in VOY “Endgame”, it – like the Sovereign class – has maintained a curiously low profile.  The Sovereign seeing relatively little combat is somewhat plausible – but 
pretty much all Klingon ships are built for it – there’s no excuse IMO for the Negh’var or any sister ships being absent from the major battles, especially the Battle of Cardassia.  Thankfully 
enough the TrekLit universe has corrected this error to a large degree and I’ve done a little retconning of my own—placing three of the Battleships at the scene of the aforementioned 
confrontation. 
 
It can be safely assumed that as with the older Vor’Cha class—the Negh’Var gradually became a common sight from the year it was introduced (2371) until the present day (2414 – 
hence, the title of the blog) though which would do much toward helping the KDF achieve tactical parity (or something close to it) with Starfleet.
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